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Abstract

Baturiti is the only fast growing district in agrotourism economic in Tabanan. It is because of its strategic location and close to many tourism attractions. Because of that, development for commercial property will give a potential of high income for a land owner in Baturiti. The condition led to high demand for land in this area, although land availability is always decreased over time. Commercial property development in Baturiti needs to be optimised to get maximum income for the owner.

Therefore, an investor who wants to build in Baturiti needs an analysis to get the best land use. The land analysed is an undeveloped vacant land with area of 22.175 m² in Baturiti. The method used to determine which commercial property has the highest market value to built in this land is Highest and Best Use (HBU). With this method, the land owner can find out the best alternative that qualified some requirements which are legally allowed, physically possible, financially feasible, and has maximum productivity.

The results from this Highest and Best Use analysis are mixed-use building alternative including hotel and souvenir shops with land value of Rp 7,950,714.60 per square meter which is the highest compared to other alternatives.
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